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Enclosed is a Xerox copy of the most recent communication from subject, received by CIA, Miami, through POYLE's wife, GLORIA MOLINET. CIA did not furnish a Xerox copy of the envelope, but they advised by separate letter that the enclosed communication was postmarked January 31, 1964, at Gander, Newfoundland. The letter was received by the FBI, Miami, on February 20, 1964.

As before, the information contained in the communication is general in nature, and the names of the individuals mentioned are being indexed at Miami.

Page 5, paragraph 1, states as follows:

"MARIA ELENA de CARDENAS:"

"This Cuban woman is working with the MANOLO RAY group. She is living in NEW YORK, BUT SHE IS WORKING AGAINST THEM, INSTEAD OF WITH THEM. SHE IS SENDING BACK INFORMATION FROM THERE TO CUBA. SHE IS A VERY STRONG SUPPORTER OF FIDEL CASTRO."

(4) - Bureau (105-107868) (RM)
(2) - 105-114543
(Encls.-1)
2 - New York (105-42570) (RM)
(JURE)
No information, other than the above, was set out by POYLE in his letter concerning MARIA and MANOLO RAY.

For the information of New York, POYLE has been furnishing letters to the Bureau under the names "ALFONSO" and "WILLIAM" for over two years. Some of his information, where possible, has been verified. His identity was recently determined, and CIA plans to interview him if, or when, he departs Cuba for Mexico City.

The above information is being furnished to New York, and Miami suggests that a preliminary investigation be conducted to determine if there is such an individual in the MANOLO RAY group known as the "Junta Revolucionaria Cubana (Cuban Revolutionary Junta) (JURE); IS - RA - CUBA," (New York File 105-42570) (BuFile 105-114543).

Two additional copies of this letter are being furnished the Bureau for file 105-114543.

As Miami is anxious to determine if information from POYLE is reliable, or whether he is "planting" information, New York will advise Miami of the results of their investigation concerning this individual.

Liaison is being maintained with CIA, and for the information of the Bureau, the CIA agent now handling this case is [ ] (s).

The Bureau will be kept advised of any pertinent developments.